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					What is Stroke?
Stroke is a medical emergency condition that is caused by an interruption of blood flow to any part of the brain, causing damage to the brain cells. It is caused by rupture or bleeding of a blood vessel in the brain.
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					Lifestyle Risk Factors
Seemingly tiny and healthy alterations in your routine can largely reduce your risk for strokes. While making changes may be challenging, discipline and consistency will always get you where you need to go.
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					Stroke Medications
There are numerous kinds of treatment options that a doctor can prescribe to stroke patients: tPA, a thrombolytic; blood thinners; as well as drugs that reduce high blood pressure and cholesterol levels.
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                            We want you to enjoy life as much as possible.

We are fully dedicated to combating heart disease as well as stroke. We desire is to save lives and improve the quality of living of people. Through this great cause and unmatched support from Canadians, a good number of people who were either fighting stroke or heart disease are now well and alive.

Our Vision

Our vision is to promote a quality life that is unhampered by heart disease and stroke. Based on our latest reports, we are glad to report that we are making real progress. According to research, heart disease and stroke death …
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				Volunteer
				
					Life After Strokes volunteers make life better for several people across Canada.
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    						Can Compression Socks Prevent Blood Clots?

    					
                        
   						   Have you ever wondered if those tight-fitting compression socks you see athletes wearing can improve your health? It turns out compression socks aren’t just for performance – they may help prevent some severe medical conditions. But can compression socks prevent blood clots?

Before you get curious about where to buy compression socks, let’s check out the health benefits. Blood clots, medically known as deep vein thrombosis or DVT, occur when blood thickens into clots inside veins. If a clot breaks loose and travels to the lungs, it can be life-…
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    						Can CBD Help Stroke Recovery? What Research Says So Far

    					
                        
   						   A stroke is one of the most severe medical conditions a person can experience. Unfortunately, it’s also widespread and currently the third leading cause of death in the U.S. Moreover, about 14000 Canadians die of stroke yearly.

This begs the question: is there anything else to help speed up the recovery process?

Candian CBD oil bloggers have spoken about how CBD is a promising option that …
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    						Tips To Prevent A Stroke

    					
                        
   						   Everyone should understand what they can do to prevent strokes. It does not matter whether you are young or have no family history of it. After all, strokes can affect every single one of us. You might be wondering if certain activities put you at a higher risk of stroke. Studies suggest that vaping is among them, although this claim will only be more verifiable in the future. vaping is a good process Recommended by some experts. In the meantime, there are clear and proven ways to practice stroke prevention. The following tips below can lower your risk for the condition.

Bring down blood …
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				How You Can Help
				
					There are numerous ways to assist! Learn about ways to make a difference in your locality and Canada by giving your time and skill.
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